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REPORTAGE RESTORATION PROJECT 
Commissioned by the Groninger Museum a team of restorers are working on the 
maintenance of three hundred paintings by De Ploeg. Never before the artists association 
was engaged in such project of a rigorous maintenance. 

 
▲ Restorers will work on almost three hundred paintings from Ploeg-painters.    Photo Jan Zeeman 
 

Rigorous maintenance for De Ploeg 
Joep van Ruiten 
 
GRONINGEN  There he lies: Mr Johan Faber as he was portrayed in 1924 by Jan van der Zee (1898 
– 1988), painter and member of the artists association De Ploeg. A somewhat steep man in a 
yellowish jacket, with combed back hair above an open face and striking red lips. But that’s the first 
impression. One who looks better sees decay. And who looks more closely sees a lot of work. 
     “A nice little portrait”, judges Mrs. Marjan de Visser while she moves a small torch over the 
canvas. “The paint is loosely attached. When hit, it would fall off. The canvas bulges on all sides. Do 
you see those scratches? That’s technique, applied consciously by Van der Zee. But the cracks were 
not  intended. And those little bird excrements on the chin should not be there, of course.” 
     Together with five colleagues Marjan de Visser is working on rigorous maintenance for the 
paintings of De Ploeg. Commissioned by the Groninger Museum they are working on almost three 
hundred paintings. Known names as Altink, Dijkstra, Hansen, Melgers, but also Amman and Kleima. 
The description will be checked, there are photos taken, the quality is examined, and – most 
importantly – when necessary and possible the paintings are restored. 
     The quality of the works varies. For various reasons tells Caspar Martens1 of the Groninger 
Museum. “The collection includes works from private owners. It makes quite a difference whether a 
painting owned by an old lady hung in a too dry room above a radiator. Sometimes you discover 
surprising things when cleaning: pine needles in a frame. Or straw” 
     The quality is also determined by the artists and the material that they worked with: the frames, 
the canvas, the paint. Many paintings are not finished with varnish. Another special feature is the use 
of wax mixed with refined petrol instead2 of oil paint, so the painters could work faster outdoors.    

                                                        
1 Mr. Caspar Martens is Head of Collections of the Groninger Museum. 
2 Incorrect. The painters mixed wax and refined petrol to a ‘ointment’ and mixed that stuff with their 
oil paints.  



     It is a trick that was widely used in Groningen, especially for works that we count as 
expressionism. Ploeg-initiator Jan Wiegers learned the trick in Davos of Ernst Ludwig Kirchner. Now 
it gives restorers much brain-racking: beautiful colours, but the more you look at it, the more complex 
it is.     

 
▲ Portrait of Mr Johan Faber originating from 1924 by Jan van der Zee.      Photo Jan Zeeman 
 
   The importance of maintenance is evident. De Ploeg is one of the foundations on which the 
Groninger Museum is built: cultural heritage in the North3 and popular with museum visitors. Caspar 
Martens: “The paintings are widely exhibited, also in other museums. When moved they sometimes 
have it hard to endure. If maintenance is not good, at any given moment the paint can come off. 
   It is not the first time that the collection is being maintained. But so thoroughly and systematically 
as is happening now, did not happen previously. Under the direction of Marjan de Visser the works 
are divided into four categories: A to D. Striking: many works of Wobbe  Alkema are in good 
condition. The Johan Faber of Van der Zee falls under the A of alarm. This does not mean that the 
portrait has priority to be restored. Caspar Martens: “ In such cases first a report should be drawn up 
so we can determine the best interest. It’s unlikely that we’ll invest two weeks of restoration in a 
painting that will hardly be exhibited.” 
     Mrs. De Visser raises the painting of Johan Faber. “The frame is great”, she observes. “ Which 
Van der Zee probably assembled himself. Look: saw marks. As a restorer you should not want to 
completely refit a painting like this. You want the patina be preserved. It should remain 
characteristic.” 
    The project leader turns the portrait and shows the faded landscape with windmill on the backside. 
“Look here. This story is also in the picture. As a restorer I would also like to tackle this”. Mr. 
Martens: “Yes, I understand very well. But hereafter I really want to focus on our paintings from the 
eighteenth century.”             

 
▲ Sjoukje van der Laan and Marleen Wagenaar, Master Students Conservation and Restauration of 
modern art at Universitie of Amsterdam treating a painting by Wobbe Alkema.      Photo Jan Zeeman 
 

                                                        
3 Northern part of the Netherlands. 


